
Patience - Take That (N/A BPM)
If I Could Be Where You Are - Enya (N/A BPM)

LOWER BODY LOVE Alibi - David Gray (N/A BPM)
This is a wonderful track that everyone knows, so our objective is to 
focus on the music over 12 – 16 weeks and vary the content ever so 
slightly each week as both you and your group get more confident.

Bridge – fill  your bridge with internal and external rotation, this can 
advance to small squats in the turned out and turned in position. 
Finally you can hold either of these positions particularly the turned in 
option with knees together for the entire bridge as a final option.

When the singing/lyric starts we begin with the work out.

Move 1: 1 leg squat
Move 2: Deep lunge – adding rotation as you progress
Move 3: Quick repeaters, in the short term let the trail foot hit the 
floor and then progress to keeping it off the floor throughout the 
repeater
Move 4: Deep diagonal lunge or  curtsy lunge crossing behind and 
then adding either a reach or rotation
Move 5: Quick repeaters on the diagonal plane – as above

Loving Me 4 Me - Christina Aguilera (N/A BPM)
YOGA JOURNEY Beautiful Disaster - Kelly Clarkson (N/A BPM)
This is a passionate track that helps everyone focus on their yoga 
journey.  It will also help you to cut back on the talking over the next 
few weeks in a true Yoga style. Allow your clients to enjoy ‘how’ the 
postures feel.
I have choreographed the postures in a series of 8/4/2 counts – you 
can change the counts over the next few weeks, perhaps holding them 
for a full 32 counts, in order to create a different result  that is 
endurance based.

Posture 1: Yoga Warrior 2



Posture 1a: This posture progresses to  the body loading over the 
thigh, arm either resting on the thigh or creating a lock (forearm – 
inner thigh)

Posture 1b: This posture is an advanced flexibility option and the 3rd 
of the same thing, make sure that the pelvis drops down into posture 
as directed by the training clip

Posture2 :  Yoga call this Reverse Sun Warrior,  it is a more passive 
posture that focuses on a side bend or lateral flexion of the spine. 
Take time to allow your clients to understand the difference behind a 
side bend and a back bend.

Posture 3: there are different ranges for this posture, either high, 
medium or low to the floor and you have the next few weeks to 
investigate them all in this track. The benefits vary and the posture 
takes a long time to understand. Each client does it slightly differently 
which is OK – try to learn form what you see in front of you.



You Give Me Something - James Morrison (N/A BPM)
HAPPY HEART- Blame It On My Youth - Jamie Cullum (N/A BPM)
In Yoga, the Sun Salutation,  is one of the most intense sequences 
which is why we have  included it in the happy heart section. Follow 
the clip for advancements using body weight.

In breath: reach up
Out breath: dive
In breath: slight torso raise on the inflate
Out breath: step or jump back to the bottom of tricep dip
In breath: up face or cobra
Out breath: down face position
In breath: step or jump into your hands
Out breath: full fold
In breath: return to stand arms high
Out breath`: arms down to your sides

A New Day Has Come - Celine Dion (N/A BPM)

UPPER BODY BLISS Hurt - Christina Aguilera (N/A BPM)
Another fantastic track to really let yourself go to. We start on our 
knees, as this position allows a lot less movement around the lower 
back, without your feet in contact with the floor.

Part 1: Slow push x 1, quick push x 2 – left and right both low and 
high with a total of 4 repetitions

Part 2: Arms circle, meeting at the top as a prep – forearms press 
together with a couple of small pushes, this fills the bridge  before the 
music kicks in and we perform 



Huge arm circle moving backwards along with a backbend, lifting your 
arms above your head, clasp your hands and pull down over 2 or 4 
counts with an abdominal curl, finish the move with a few small 
pushes or pulls with the forearms pressed together. Repeat this with 
the music, 2 or 3 times using different tempos over the weeks.

Part 3: Spider man press ups – traditional press ups with rotations – 
spider man press ups on the other side

Part 4: This just has to happen with the music, it will make any dislike 
turn into a massive accomplishment very quickly.

Plank

Transitions into  a side raise bride – this can move to 1 leg raised.



The track finishes with tricep dips working up to 5 or more full version

Ain’t No Love - David Gray (N/A BPM)

BACK BEAUTY Fallin’ - Alicia Keys (N/A BPM)
Kiss From A Rose - Seal (N/A BPM)
For this track we have a steady beat and so can count the repetitions 
of each, however we still encourage you to vary the number and tempo 
of content as the weeks progress.

Track 1: Makes sure that this happens as far back as possible rather 
than in-front of the body 

1. double arm press back
2. Repeat with forearms high in the old pec deck position
3. Small circles backward x 4
4. Small circles forward x 4
5. Lat pull downs
6. Side reaches with pull back
7. Rotator cuff presses

Down face dips - position bending the arms and pressing the elbows 
to the floor with a bent leg – make sure that the arms are the focus, 
not the legs

Move the position to prone
1. Lat pull downs
2. Breast strokes
3. Front crawls – this is tough

Finish in a rest pose and then come back to kneeling in order to repeat 
the first section in order to relax and revisit the back.



From This Moment On - Shania Twain (N/A BPM)

The Scientist - Coldplay (N/A BPM)
This is the best track of all and perfect to end your class, it is why I 
have put all of my favourite FFY moves into the finish. We wanted our 
classes to leave on a challenge rather than in the traditional post 
stretch format

Down face extending one leg – with right leg lifted allow the spine to 
twist and let right foot target left buttock – from here we circumduct in 
a figure of 8, moving through the pelvis, really let this go and over the 
next few weeks try to make both right and left perform in the same 
way.

Swing the right leg into external rotation and encourage your class to 
feel the stretch in the gluts and the back of the leg – Yoga call this 
Pigeon Pose

Allow your body to drop down to the floor and press your left hip 
towards your right foot.

Coming back up , reach for the left foot with your opposite arm 

Repeat on the other side and then finish in a rest position.


